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Abstract—Today,
designing
reliable
superscalar
microprocessors is more complex and challenging than it has
always been. Increasing current densities over interconnecting
wires, whose dimensions are continuously scaling down, has
been an important research problem. Performance and power
efficiency concerns also lead to more complex structures. The
complexity and the wire densities of the blocks in smaller areas
make them more prone to failures and malfunctions caused by
the “electromigration” problem.
Most contemporary processors employ wide pipelines that
are able to execute multiple instructions each cycle. Because of
some limiting factors such as the dependencies and
input/output latencies, pipelines are rarely used up to their full
capacity, which causes some ports to be used more and worn
out earlier. This paper proposes a method to help preventing
chips against the corruptive effect of electromigration by
distributing the utilization evenly between ports. Furthermore,
in data holding structures like register files, bit level inactivity
is exploited to provide further reliability improvements. This is
accomplished by changing the flux density on wires through
exchanging the positions of significant bits of values and
changing the widths of bit line wires according to their level of
usage.

be ignored in view of their negligible amount of mass. But
still, the issues of overclocking and systems with high power
densities cause electrons to vibrate far from each other even
more. Contemporary microprocessors continue to shrink
with each new technology generation resulting in reduced
wire sizes and increased current densities, making the EM
one of the fundamental causes to shorten a processor’s life.
Superscalar microprocessors employ wide pipelines with
multiple units at each stage to achieve high performance by
increasing instructions committed per cycle (IPC). Wide
pipelines are able to commit many instructions each cycle
(up to pipeline width); however actual number of committed
instructions is limited by other factors such as the operand
dependencies between instructions, altering of flow control
and memory latency. Whenever the pipeline width is not
used up to its full capacity, some interconnects and ports are
used and others stay idle.
Many researchers observed that an important percentage
of values produced and consumed in a processor are narrow
[6][7][8][9][10]. These narrow values include a large
number of leading zeros or ones that are in fact not
necessary. Since the percentage of these narrow values is
high, the processor usually stresses the bit lines on the lower
order bits more than the bit lines of the higher order bits.
Previous research have proposed the use of narrow values
for fault tolerance in terms of soft error avoidance and
correction [26] and implementing faster ECC circuitry [25].
However, the bit level activity was not investigated to cope
with the EM problem so far.
Exploiting the frequency of changed bits in the register
files may be a way of preventing devices from malfunction
that comes with EM. The existence of narrow values leads to
usage imbalance among bit lines in data holding structures.
There is a large body of research done on register files,
which are the major data holding components of modern
superscalar processors, in order to reduce their energy
dissipation and improve their performance. These complex
structures include long bit lines that are charged and
discharged virtually every cycle. The fact that the register
file is one of the hot spots on a processor die with a large
number of wires makes it a suitable component for defects
due to EM.
In this paper, we propose a method to protect wires
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I.

INTRODUCTION

P

REVENTING interconnects from the hazardous effects
of electromigration (EM) has been an open gate for
researchers who are willing to design more reliable VLSI
circuits. EM is the unenviable conclusion which leads to
failures when current passes through the wires [1]. Problems
in developing reliable processors against EM in increasing
current density and decreasing wire dimensions are also
material or geometry-related [2]. Nevertheless, this paper
does not discuss these issues.
In an ideal interconnect there will be no EM as atoms
form a complete lattice structure. However in real world,
wires have some anomalies like vacancies, impurities and
grain boundaries which cause EM by collision of electrons
with metal atoms and piling the metal atoms in the direction
of flux [3][5]. Generally, the momentum of the electrons can
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against EM and increase the lifetime of the microprocessors
by distributing the workload on the wires by switching the
ports used (bus-level) and bit positions (bit-level) to spread
activity. With regarding to the previous studies about EM, it
can be found out by the help of the experiments that the
Alternating Current (AC) lifetimes of interconnections are
too large (app. 1000 times larger than) when compared to
Direct Current (DC) lifetime under the same current density
condition [11]. Therefore, the proposed techniques and the
results were taken by considering only the DC lifetimes of
the interconnections.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
EM, which is a kind of hardware failure, is explained and in
Section III related work is presented. In Section IV and V
the proposed techniques that aim to improve the reliability of
superscalar processors against EM at bus and bit level is
mentioned respectively. The method of modifying the bit
line widths is discussed in Section VI. Our experimental
results are presented in Section VII. and we offer our
conclusions in Section VIII.

current density as a unit of f which is directly proportional
with how many times a current passes over the wire. It is
obvious that EM may be reduced with increasing wire size,
yet it may not be a good decision in microprocessor design
where the switching probability is extremely imbalanced
among wires, especially on structures that are packed into
small areas due to latency considerations. These equations
suggest that wires with smallest widths and heights (greater
J, lower MTTF proportional to Jn), highest temperatures
(lower MTTF, proportional to e1/T) are most vulnerable to
EM [3], . Therefore register file, which is a vital and highly
active component of the processor, is a more probable victim
of the EM phenomenon.
By the help of the healing effect [13][27] of running
reverse currents on the same wire, the damage caused by the
EM can be alleviated. However it is usually not possible to
reverse the current on a wire in unidirectional busses like the
bit lines and word lines in the register files. On the
architectural level, distributing the activity [14] is another
approach which is also followed in this work.

II. ELECTROMIGRATION

III. RELATED WORK

EM has two bad effects for an integrated circuit that leads
to malfunction. To commence with, in narrow interconnects
when an ion changes its position with the momentum of a
moving electron, it causes a gap to be formed and an open
circuit (internal, void failure) handicaps flux. Secondly,
atoms of the wire accumulate near one pole and create a
short circuit (hillock or whisker failure) with the neighboring
wire, again handicapping flux. Black’s equation [3] (as
shown in Equation 1) states that the mean time to failure of a
wire due to EM is related to the material and the geometric
structure of the interconnect, temperature and current
density.
Ea

MTTF  A  J n  e kT

Since the first appearance of EM concept in 1950s, the
scientists have contributed a great number of studies and
also revealed several substantial reports in order to
emphasize the importance of this topic and to explain
problems, solutions and improvements in this area as we can
find one of them in [15]. EM physics and its effect on wire
lifetime
have
been
widely
studied
previously
[18][19][20][21]. Various studies have been performed to
reduce EM on microprocessors. Some solutions offer to
widen the most active wires since the EM decreases with
wire size increase [1]. Nevertheless, this solution may not
work with identical wires with extremely imbalanced
utilization, which we show that is the case. Dasgupta and
Karri proposed some RTL level activity distribution to
reduce the effect of EM [14], Their mostly theoretical
solution aims to synthesize more resilient circuits thorough
more efficient scheduling. Designing layered metal striped
wires are also proposed whose cross-sectional area decreases
in power/ground grids [13][22]. In [23], a self-fixing method
is proposed, especially in bidirectional wires. This approach
exploits the running currents in the opposite direction to fix
the degradation on the wire. Similar study was performed for
cross directional workloads in [24].

(1)

In Equation 1, A is a technology dependent constant, J
is the current density, Ea is the activation energy (e.g. 0.7 eV
aluminum grain boundary diffusion), k is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature in Kelvins and the current
density component, n, is a scaling factor (generally set to 2).
From this equation, it can be observed that increasing the
current density will result in a small failure time. In addition,
when the thermal vibrations of the wire elements increase,
the wire fails more quickly. The parameter J in Equation 1 is
calculated as [12]:
C  VDD
J
f p
W H

IV. EXPLOITING BUS LEVEL INACTIVITY IN SUPERSCALAR
PROCESSORS

(2)

Contemporary processors employ wide pipelines to
achieve higher IPCs. At each pipeline stage, pipeline width,
which is a design parameter, defines the maximum number
of instructions that can be executed at that stage. In hardware
implementation, buffers are employed to hold instructions

Where C is the capacitance, W is the wire’s width and H is
the height, VDD is the supply voltage, f is the clock
frequency, and p is the switching probability. We assume
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between stages and clock cycles. Multiple units of the
pipeline stage are fed from these buffers through
interconnects where there are as many interconnects as the
pipeline width. For high performance, all interconnects are
expected to be used each cycle. But this is not the case for
most of the stages.
In order to assuage the effect of EM, we propose two
different schemes to exploit the buses that are not employed
as much as the others. For each scheme a bus is steered to
another bus to distribute the activity over all of the buses
available to increase the mean time to failure. Within a
heuristic time period, we propose two schemes for changing
the mode of executing:
BusInv: When the decision is made, the fourth port is
used instead of the first port and the first port is used instead
of the fourth port. Likewise, the second and third ports are
switched. In the next time interval the same switching is done
again.
BusRR: The ports are shifted to the neighboring one at the
end of the time interval. All of the ports will rotate as the first
port to fourth, the fourth port to third, the third port to the
second and the second port to the first in a round robin
fashion.

Bit0

Bit1

Bit1

Bit0

I1
T1

T2

I2
T3

Word Select - 1

T4

Word Select - 0

Fig. 1. Two-ported SRAM bit cell

In case of a read, the bit lines of the read port must be
pre-charged to logic one before the word line is activated.
Since the bit lines are common to all bit cells in the same
column they span through the register file and are longer
than any of the lines in the structure. After the bit lines are
pre-charged and the word line is activated, one of the bit
lines in the bit line pair in Fig. 1 gets discharged through the
inverters inside the bit cell. The sense amplifiers connected
to the bit lines sense small voltage differences between the
bit and inverted bit lines and provide the sought value
without waiting for all bit line to get discharged.

V. EXPLOITING BIT LEVEL INACTIVITY IN THE REGISTER
FILE

value to be written (64 bits)

address
(log2(nline) bits)

A. Structure of the Register File
Register file is the major memory structure to hold
intermediate and architectural variables inside a processor.
All of the results generated at the execution stage of the
pipeline are written to this structure so that the dependent
instructions can find and access their operand values.
Contemporary processors use large register files in order to
implement register renaming. In register renaming different
instances of an architectural register is held in separate
physical registers to remove false data dependencies. For
example, in Intel’s Pentium 4, all of the temporary values
and architectural values are held in a unified register file that
has 128 entries [16].
The register file is composed of some circuit structures
to accomplish read and write operations. Address of the
register that needs to be accessed is broadcast to the decoder
block so that the decoder logic of the corresponding line can
detect the incoming address and activate the word select
drivers. The word select drivers drive the word select lines
of the array of SRAM bit cells shown in Fig. 1. When the
word select lines are pulled to logic one, the contents of the
back to back inverters become available to the bit lines
either for a read or write operation. Most commonly read
and write ports are separate in a register file and are not
shared due to the different operating blocks needed for the
two operations.

...............

write drivers

decoder

prechargers

word
select
driver

...............
64 bit register file

sense amplifiers

...............

result (64 bits)

Fig. 2. General structure of the register file

Write ports are utilized differently from the read ports. In
case of a write operation the decoder and word select driver
circuits behave the same as a read operation. The bit lines
that are connected to the bit cells are driven with strong
signals so that the content of the bit cell is changed. During
this operation, as the bit cell resists to the content change, bit
line is discharged through the bitcell until the content is
finalized. Fig. 2 shows the general structure of the register
file with the aforementioned circuit components.
B. Observation on the Register File
On a 64-bit machine, there are 64 wires to be exposed to
flux per 64-bit register for each read and write port. Some of
these 64 bits, which are the most significant bits, are mostly
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sign extension bits. Hence, if a register value changes,
generally there will be no change on the upper order bit
values. If the value of a bit changes the voltage level on the
bit line has to be altered, which results in a current flow.
Generally significant currents flow through the bit lines
when the content of the line switches from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1.

fact that processor cannot fill its write back bandwidth up to
its capacity.
C. Exploiting Bit Level Inactivity
In order to exploit the bit level activity imbalance on the
register file bitlines to mitigate EM, we propose three
schemes to extend the lifetime by distributing the activity to
bit lines evenly.
BitInv: to invert the positions of the most significant bits
after every time interval: first bit and the 64th bit will be
exchanged. This is the same as drawing a line in the middle
of the value and taking its mirror image as the line being the
reference.
ByteInv: to invert the positions of bytes whenever a
decision for bit lines switching is made. After the switching
operation is complete, the first byte will be the eighth and
the eighth byte will be the first. Similarly second and
seventh bytes will be exchanged and so on. In the next time
interval the same switching will be done again.
ByteRR: to apply round robin to bytes when the time
interval for the heuristic ends. Similar to BusRR the bytes are
shifted to the neighboring one at the end of the time interval.
The same round robin algorithm can also be done at the bit
level, however as in that case a bit can be in 64 locations, the
multiplexing circuit that steers the values to the correct lines
when a value is read gets too complicated that bitwise round
robin may not be worth the introduced delay overhead.
Each time a value is written to the register file, if the bit
lines are switched, some information needs to be stored
together with the value so that upon reading of the value
each bit can be steered to the correct bit of the output bus.
This can be accomplished by storing a bit for each register in
BitInv and ByteInv schemes and a three bit extra storage per
register is needed in ByteRR to indicate the locations of each
byte inside the storage. Steering the bit positions within
ports can be accomplished by adding multiplexers that select
among all possible bit locations to both data input and data
output parts of the register file (the upper and lower parts of
Fig. 2).
Fig. 5 depicts the additional circuitry needed. Selector
inputs of these multiplexers will be switched (incremented)
after each time interval for write operations and will be fed
from the added storage upon reading a value from the
register file. Our circuit level simulation results show that a
2x1 MUX introduces a 4.8% delay overhead and ByteRR can
be implemented with a 13.05% increase in the register file
delay. As the number of inputs to the MUXs increases the
delay overhead also increases which shows that the level of
improvement in reliability has a tradeoff with the access
time. The designer has to choose the appropriate scheme
according to the reliability and performance needs of the
design.

change
value to be
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
written
current

bit lines
current
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
register value
sign extensions

Fig. 3. Example of the current flow in the register file

Fig. 3 shows an example of the current flows that occur
on the bit lines of the register file. If the line’s content is 0
and the next content is also 0, then no current passes through
the line. Since many of the values contain leading zeros in
their upper order bits, most of the switching activity occurs
in the lower order parts of the values and the bit lines that
belong to the lower order part of the register file is stressed
more than the other parts.
Exploiting the inactive bit lines in the upper order bits of
the register file can prevent the failures caused by EM. As
most of the current density occurs near the least significant
bits, it is more probable that there will be a malfunction
caused by EM near this area.

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3

Port 4

Fig. 4. Statistics of total bit transitions on four write ports of the register
file taken from apsi benchmark.

In order to observe the bit level activities in real life
workloads M-Sim [17] is used to simulate SPEC CPU2000
benchmarks. Each benchmark is run for one billion
committed instructions. Fig. 4 shows the bit activity at the
writeback stage for the apsi benchmark for each bit in each
of the 4 ports of the processor that is simulated. At the
writeback state of the registers, we counted the changed
values per each bit comparing the previous register values
for 4 port of processor. Each port is shown with a different
set of 64 bars, each bar showing a separate bit line. The
leftmost bars in each port belong to the least significant bits.
As the graph reveals, inside each port the activity is denser
on the lower order bits and the activity is more on the first
port. As the port number increases the activity decreases
since the fourth port is not utilized very much because of the
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BitInv MUX

Sel0

BitInv MUX

Bit60
Bit3

Sel0

Bit61
Bit2

BitInv MUX

Bit62
Bit1

Bit63
Bit0
Sel0

Sel0

BitInv MUX

...

Bit3'

Bit2'

Bit1'

Bit0'

figure reveals, same pattern for a single byte is repeated
across all eight bytes (this is similar for all benchmarks we
evaluated). After employing ByteRR, reliability can be
further improved by making only the less utilized bit lines
thicker.
Table 1 shows the thickness increase values for bit lines
within a byte that are determined from experimental
evaluations. For example, the number on the Bit0 column
means that for each of the eight bytes of the register file,
thickness of the least significant bit line of that byte is 193%
increased over the thickness of the most significant bit line
of that byte, second least significant bit line is 28% thicker
and so on. The effects of bit line width alteration on delay,
power and area are presented in Section VII.

(a)

Sel0 ByteInv MUX

Bit59
Bit3

Sel0 ByteInv MUX

Bit58
Bit2

Bit57
Bit1

Bit56
Bit0

Sel0 ByteInv MUX

Sel0 ByteInv MUX

...

Bit3'

Bit2'

Bit1'

Bit0'

(b)

ByteRR MUX

Sel0
Sel1
Sel2

ByteRR MUX

Bit59
Bit51
Bit43
Bit35
Bit27
Bit19
Bit11
Bit3

Sel0
Sel1
Sel2

Bit58
Bit50
Bit42
Bit34
Bit26
Bit18
Bit10
Bit2

ByteRR MUX

Bit57
Bit49
Bit41
Bit33
Bit25
Bit17
Bit9
Bit1

Bit56
Bit48
Bit40
Bit32
Bit24
Bit16
Bit8
Bit0

Sel0
Sel1
Sel2

Sel0
Sel1
Sel2

ByteRR MUX

Table 1. Proposed Bit Line Width Increase Over Baseline (Bit0 is the
least Significant)
Bit0
Bit1
Bit2
Bit3
Bit4
Bit5
Bit6
Bit7
193%
28%
28%
45%
%72
%52
59%
0%

...

Bit3'

Bit2'

Bit1'

Bit0'

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(c)
Fig. 5. Multiplexers to be added to register file to implement (a)BitInv,
(b)ByteInv and (c)ByteRR schemes (only the first four bits are shown)

The relation with electromigration and interconnects
comes to end with the issue of exploiting the percentage of
changed bits. Wires that have more current activity will have
a quick time to failure. It is assumed that if a bus is not used,
the value of the previous cycle stays unchanged; therefore no
current will flow.
In bus level approaches usage rates of individual buses are
considered directly proportional to their current densities.
And in bit level switching schemes, the changes in
individual bit lines are considered to affect their current
densities.
We simulated the proposed schemes with a time period of
one million (220=1048576, so that it can be implemented
with a single 20 bit counter) cycles and switched the bit/bus
positions according to scheme at the end of the time period
to see the achievable reliability improvements in buses and
register files. Results are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
Fig. 7 shows the improvements when the proposed schemes
are applied to the bit lines of the buffers in different pipeline
stages. As the results reveal, MTTF of most of the
components are increased by at least 50% and some of the
components show more than 3x MTTF improvement for
some benchmarks. Fig. 8 shows the results of bus schemes
and Fig. 9 shows the results of bit scheme on the register
files respectively.

VI. MODIFYING THE BIT LINE WIDTHS FOR THE FURTHER
IMPROVEMENTS
In the register file where usage is extremely imbalanced,
altering the widths of the bit lines can provide further MTTF
improvements. Bit line width alteration can be acceptable to
some degree, however in order to provide sufficient balance
without implementing any of the proposed bit level schemes,
some bit lines may need to be two orders of magnitude times
thicker than others which is impractical due to major area
and power overheads. Therefore, we examined this method
only after applying ByteRR in the register files.

Fig. 6. Statistics of bit transitions on a write port of the register file in
ByteRR for apsi benchmark.

Fig. 6 shows the usage of bit lines in ByteRR. As the
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Fig.7. MTTF improvements of proposed bus schemes on various ports in different stage of the processor pipeline.

Fig. 8. MTTF improvements of proposed bus schemes on register file ports.

These figures show the improvement on MTTF on the
lines that would be victim of EM by applying our five
methods over not applying any of these. As shown, all
schemes result in an increase in the MTTF for all
benchmarks except for floating point register files on integer
benchmarks. On the average across all benchmarks, the
round robin schemes outperformed their counterparts. For
intra-port schemes that are employed among the bits that
share the same port, ByteRR increases MTTF by 150% on
the average across all SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. For
inter-port schemes where the buses are switched with other
buses, BusRR performs the best with several times increase
in MTTF. This is intuitive since switching the port each and
every time somewhat balances the work on all bits. However
as the round robin schemes increase the number of places a
bit may be present; multiplexer circuits that steer the values
to its correct destination upon a read or a write operation
gets more complicated and introduce more delay overhead.
Further reliability improvements can be achieved by
modifying the bit line widths according to their usage rates
as explained in Section 6. We applied the proposed width
alterations using Cadence circuit design and simulation tools
together with the UMC 90nm technology on our 12 ported
SRAM table design (see Fig. 10). Compared to the baseline,
selective bit line width increase introduces a 9.7% increase
in register file area, 0.2% increase in power and 0.8%
increase in access time while it provides a substantial

Fig. 9. MTTF improvements of proposed bit schemes on register file ports.

Fig. 10. Layout of two adjacent SRAM bit cells with different bit line
widths. Bit7 (left) has regular width and Bit0 (right) has widened bit lines.

Fig. 11. MTTF improvement over ByteRR with the proposed bit line width
modifications.

increase in MTTF even over employing ByteRR scheme as
presented in Fig. 11.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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